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AIRPLANES*
is now divided between
military, commercial and private-aviation in the proport-
ion of 15-4-1s Thus 19 airplanes out of every 20 are
flown daily by professional pilots. The future of avia-
tion depends largely on changing this proportion in favor
of the third term. In effect, all military aviation and
the greater part of commercial aviation are separated from
industry by a screen, They are not free technically nor
financially. To borrow from the language of economics,
they are being developed under a re’gime of regulated. tech-
nics. The constructor therefore lacks the decisive guide,
namely the requirements of private customers. It is by
creating a public demand for aviation that more rapid
progress will be made in solving the problems of safety.
.
WitY.out doubt, safety is already confounded with ef-
ficiency in both military and commercial aviation. The
crux for both lies in tile conditions for the performances
and for the weight lifted. The designer is concerned about
the development of a few additional feet of climbing speed,
which will determine the mastery of the air on the day of
battle, or for civilian airplanes, with the addition of a
few pounds of pay load per horsepower, which will distin-
guish a good airplane from a mediocre one.
Since, however, the pilot is intimately acquainted
with the rea.ctioqs of his airplane and since he is governed
by an organization whose accumulated experience serves him
even during the execution of his mission, some imperfec-
tions in flying and landing qualities are tolerated.
The case is not the same tiith an airplane for a pri-
vate customer who is not protected by a system of custom
and regulations. From this viewpoint, it is necessary to
distinguish the accidental risk.and the specific “ri&.k.
.,.-...,. .-.*,,.>.
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*tfLa Se’cu.rite’Ae’rodynamique de llAvion.ll Bulletin Technique
du Bureau Veritas, February, 1932, pp. 34-39.
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A craft that trav.e.l,s,at. 200 km: (124 ‘miles) per hour
will always be dangerous in case of collision. For an
airplane the risk of collision is less. than for most ve-
hicles, but the results, are more ser5.ous. The risk here
is exceptional.
. . .
On the contrary, the capsizin~ of an airplane in a
forced landing and. stalling above an encv.mbered terrain
are not.exceptional, save in their causes, the breakdown
of the engine or a sudden meteorologic disturbance. I.f
the result is serious, it is because the ,lan,ding speed of
the airplane is too close to its maximum speed, or %ecause
it is not controllable “enough at large angles of attack..
This, is a specific dangert .
Statistics show that fire, collisions, the failure of
a structural part and the meeting of obstacles, .in short,
the considerable number of exceptional causes account for
only 40 per cent of aerial accidents.
. .
On the contrary, specific risks account for ,6’O’per
cent of the accidents. Hence it was decided to discuss
them in this article, because aerodynamic risks involve the
engineers, while the exceptional risks depend chiefly on
the user., .
,.
The.time has passed when any particular risk was ac-
knowledged for a boat due to thefact that it is a floating
body. Accidents at ‘sea are no longer due to the principle
of Archimedes, but to fog, to strazdi.ng and to tempests.
If airplanes still suffer from owing their support and
equilibrium to their speed, it must be remembered that, at
twenty years of age, it is developing too rapidly for accu-
rate predictions as to its future.
I
Landing.- Length of horizontal flight near gronnd.,
-—_-..
which is but slightly affected by the fineness ratio,
,the essen~i,al fact, being the margin of safety letween
the remaining speed and the minimum speed..
Taking off..-.Degree of loss
---—— ————
of lateral controllability
at large angles,,of-attac~., . ,,,.
Stabiltt~ and controllabilit~.-
——__———— ——.——— .—-——————— -——
Criteria,. ...Contro.lS.e;.
piloting. Tests with models mounted wind-vane fashion.
Tests with free models.
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In order to l-and at as low a speed as possible, an
airyla”ne must lose its excess “speed while flying. horizon-
tally very close” to the ground, i.e. , -about :thre.e.feet.
It is this horizontal flight which “increases the ,“landing
distance and its tincertainty. The phase of obliqqe de-.
scent preceding it and the phase of taxying, w.hic.h,follows
it, leave the jilot relatively free. . .On the ~o.?$~a.fy.,the
length of the horizontal flight depends entirely. on the,.
original conditions. It is made at uniform li$t,,...thepip.-,
lot stalling the airplane as the speed decreases: ,,
Thus the lift –~- CZV2S remains constantly equal to
2g
the weight P, while the speed is reduced. by “the drag
R= –~ CXV2S.
2“g
The distance 1, traversed in the air, is
defined, by’ the expression ~ Vdv = Rdt, which indicates’.
., g
that the work of”th,e structural drag equals the loss in ‘,:
the ki’net~c energy of the airplane; On noting that the
constancy of the lift entails”
we finally obtain
for the length of the horizontal landing flight, the inte-
gral being taken between the Cz corresponding to the be-
ginning of the horizontal flight, (fig. 1) i.e., the speed
at the end of the descent, on the one hand, and the Cz
near the Cz maximum which corresponds to the minimum
landing speed, on the other hand. This formula indicates
that the length of the horizontal landing flight depends
on three considerations:
-.. . .
a) It is proportional to the win
!!
loading and conse-
~ quently to,the weight for a given airp ane;
b) It depends on the form of the a.irpla.ne:polar;
c) It is shorter in proportion as the airplane,
while, still some distance above the groundi is. able “to
,,
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approach the maximum angle of attack .withont danger of
stalling.
In Figure.1 the L’z are, the absic’issas. The tvo
heavy curves indicate the values of the I,C for an air-
plane reduced to its wing,alone, with an l,~D ratio of
11.8. It is seen that the t~o curves differ but little.
within pra.ctical ”angles.of attack, i.e., to the. right of
the.vertics.l dot l$ne, The dot-dash line indicates the
angl’e of attack in terms, of Cz. The dash line marks the
reduction in speed. The coefficient u on the ordin.z+te
is the square root of the ratio Of Cz max to the value
$)f Cz at each point.
.. .
In order to illustrate these considerations, we will
apply them to a particular airplane. We vill suppose it
to have the wing section 73A of the Technical Section of
Aeronautics (Cz max, 1.332; aspect ratio, 6io~a.;i~:)L/i),
19.38 at an angle of attack 2.85° for a CV . .
‘We will assume the same Cz for the airFlkne as for the
wing section alone at the same angle,s of attack. We will
pass from the polar of’ the wing section to the polar of
the airplane by a transition parallel to the axis of Cx
which reduces the maximum L/D to 11.8 for an angle of
attack of 0.3°. The formula for the leri~;thof horizontal
landing flight is then
L being a numerical function of Cz as defined by
in which CZl[ re~resents the me,ximum value of Cz. T3.e
values of L can be determined ~ra.p~.icall.yfor the chcsen
airplane from the following data:
Cz at beginning of level flight 1.3?) 1..1 1 0.s
Corresponding angle of attack (deg.) 15 7.2 5.6 0.2
L for wing section o 105 2.55 15.5
L :fo”rairplane ‘ o 1.2 2 5.5
Effective iengtli ofi level flight
for airplane (m)” 0 60 100 470
.....”’ ,“.,: ,,’,
-,- 1.’
.!
.
., ;,
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The following table gives the length’s of the horizon-
tal landing flights for two airplanes,bne hav”ingan L/D
of ,1.:1,75,and, ;the other 19.5, for different speeds at the
begitini,ng of,‘the:horizontal flight and i’n landing.
SP~ED (km/h) , [ LENGTH OF LXVEL l?LIGYl (m)
Beginning of ~andi~g, L/D = 11.5level” flight ,, “, “
,}’ ,. ‘,
116 ‘ JOE ~ ‘V’,”4!0
116 ‘ ‘ 82 100
1Q8 82 60
f:,,):.., .,
??hen th~” ~ipg”aiea +s reduced, i.e.,
,,..
finess Pati,o L/D is almost doubled. the
L/D = 1$?.5
52.5
12’7.5
75
when the maximum
length of the,.
level’’l’an’&ing’flight is increased but slightly. The ef-
fect of the fineness of the airplane is therefore slight,
which is, contrary t,o an often-expressed idea.. It iS cot
b.e,ca.use‘an a.ir’p,l,ari,e:is Ilfinellthat. ~.t “refuses to settle,ll
but b,b,cb.use’,>t d’oeqnot ins,Fire its ~;ilot with sfif’ficiellt
confide’nce;’to appr,,b.achthe ground ~.t a hi~h angle df attack.
,, .
,.
The”mos$ effe.c$ive way to red.u.cethe length of the ““
l~nding flight is; ac$ording to the above table, to land
at a speed slig’ntly above the minimum speed, bv.t the air-
plane may then rebound because of its too-low angle of
attack (below 7.80). This method. presupposes a particular
arrangement of landing gear and, t~.il skid, but renders it
possible .to a’dflto the aerodynamic braking force (which,
for the airplane considered, is about an eighth of its
weight) an almost equal force due to the braking effect of
the wheels.
On the contrary, it is seen that loss of fineness’”of
the airplane shortens the horizon.tel lend-ing .,fliGht“b<it
lit,tle~ “In passing from an airplane with a maximum :Jj/~: “
of 19.5 (case of wing section chosen) to an airplane with
a maximum L/D of 11.5, the hori~onta.l,$light is short-
ened, for the same angle of en,t’eri.n~,.it,by 12.5 m (41 ft.),
27.5 m (90 ft.) and 15 m (49 ft.). Lastly we recall that
the above” figures must ‘bleincreased for an airp~ane with q ,,
greater wing loading and: in propo~tion to the lo4d*; “.
————- -———- ————. _L__— ‘_—__—___________ ___—- ———————.-—— _____
*In this’ calculation we dj.sregarded’ the actjon of the con-
trary wind, mhicfi ~as a’double effect: first, to permit
contact with the ground at a higher air speed;
(Continued on bottom of page 6. )
second, to
\.
3
—.
.. . ..
. . .. . ,. .,!. ..”.
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;, In order to take off within a short distance, it is:.’
likewise itiportant for the pilot to be able to approach,
without. danger, the angle of maximum .l.ift,but we shall
not dwell on this well- established” point .
The loss of lateral controllability; which always
preced6s a spin, requires a more difficult analysis, on
which we would like to dwell~ This is, in fact, the prin-
cipal obstacle to the use of high angles of attack. At
these ”ai~gles the aerodynamic forces at the disposal of the
pilot for producing a restoring moment about the e.g. , are
reduced as the square of the speed, hut, in particular,
they are no longer sensitive to variations in the deflec-
tion of the control surfaces. Even if the aileron controls
are rigidly held, the lateral trim of the airplane is not
:af‘f~eC-ted“.
In order to have a definite basis for our reasoning,
we will ut”ilize wind-tunnel data showiilg the effect of’ the
deflection of” the trailing edge on the lift of the wing’
sect ion*.
The effect of the lateral controllability, due to the
action of the differentially deflected ailerons, may be
calculated. !from the difference in the Cz of the corres’-
monciing wing profiles. We will therefore study the evo-
lution of this difference for a given angle of deflection,
when the rfl.eanangle ,of attac?~ of the profile is increased.”
Two maneuvers must be considered. First, we may suppose a
sndden disturbance, increasing the angle of attack, mith-
out there being time for the speed to vary appreciably.
Such would be the case of a rapidly executed spinning nosh,
dive. In a second case, we will suppose that the pilot
keeps his airplane at constant lift by gradually increas-
ing the angle of attack, either because he has poor visi-
~ility “or is trying to reduce his speed at too high an al-”
titude to land on a small field, a circumstance which may
(Continued from bottom of page-------------------------"----"----~:Y------"-------------"--------
shorten the horizontal flight by the distance traversed by
the oFnosing wind.during this flight, as represented by the
,.. ,’expression ~,.
.
—-—-
“f :gfc--;$z ~~ - ..:<,J% ?
..
in which w is tlie ve:l”o’cityof the wind.
* Bulletin du Service Technique de ltJi’e’ronautiquejNo. 25
February, 1925, profiles 1.llA1, 111A2, 111A3.
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cause the airplane to stall. Then the moment of cont,rol-
“labilit”y’iii“no-“lon&er’ reduced simp.l”yasthe difference.i.n
the c~” Yalu’es,” but a:s the quotient of thi:e.“d.ifference
divided by “the Cz : of’ the “whole wing.
An intentional climb, followed by a spin, is interme-
diate between these two “extremes. In )?.igure2 the index
of controllability ~ is plotted against the angle,of at-
tack of the wing. The ordinate unitcorresponda to an .,,.
airplane with a wink loading -of 60 kg~m2, (12.3 i.b./sq.,ft.)
at a speed of 200 km (124 miles).per hour..and a maximum
L/Dra.tio of 12 at zero angle of at.’$eek+,;.The reduction ~:
in controllability is represented. by,th~rat io ofjthe oT-
dinates to the ordinate unit. fCurve,l,..represents a sudden
climb, while curve 2 represents the.,gradual loss of speed.
On the latter curve we have also indicated the ,correspond-
ing speed for each point. ‘h!oreover itt.s easy to calcu-
late the law of the corresponding times.
. . . .
In” further reference to Figure ~,.t.he laboratory
measured the: C’z of both.wings d.eriv.e.dfrom the wing 111A
by deflecting”the trailing, .edgein: tn.eopppsite direction,
as in the action of.the.ailero.n!s;.-.?iet,hen characterized.
the coefficient o;f c.ontro.lla-bili,typ,.-by the difference
in the Cz of these twow’ings+ i.e., by’ a quantity pro-,
portional to the’ moment .due to the .ailerorls. (Of course,
this disregards many effects, and it can not be assumed,
with a difficult approximation, that the two semiwings are
separated. ) The difference inthe. Cz ~~is ,refer,red to the
Cz of the wing supposedly mounted on an airple.ne making,.
200 km (124 miles’)an. hour,
(12.3 lb. /sq. ft.).
with a wing’ loading of 60 kg./m2
Curve 1 represents a sudden distur,b-,,
ante which does not ‘affect the ‘speed. Curve 2 represents
a gradual .disturhance at constant lift. It .is seen that,
for large angles, v approaches zero, and, that, it Frob-
“a.bly becomes negativ”e at certain high incidence, i.e.,
,that the aileron” control is reversed s,fter a period during
which it has practically no effect. .
,.
In l?igure 3 the index ~f controlle”bility w is’
plotted against the time in seconds, the ,characteristic
phenomenon being here completely analyzed in 26 seconds,,,,.
If we exauiine ii’p”artlcular what takes place. after the
speed drops below 160 km (about 100 miles) per hour, we
find that it takes about 15 seconds for the speed of the
airplane to drop from 160 to 118 km (100 to 73 miles) per
hour, while the lateral controllability diminishes uni-
formly and almost inappreciably. It is slight during the
:-ii ,,,
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two” seconds foll”owing. the dro~ in speed from 118’,’to11”1”
km (69 miles) per hour, %ut ig accomp~nicd in less than ~
second by.the complete destruction of the lateral “&ta.bil-
ity*.
The numbers on the curve indicate the speed in km/h.
Note the gradual variation of v up to the last. phase,
where the variation is very sudden for only a slight re-
duction in speed. The phenomenon would ~lave been still
clearer, if, instead of assuming a maneuver at constant
lift , we had assumed that the airplane was descending,
i.e., that the phenomenon was accompanied by a reduction
in the lift. Lateral controllability becomes all tile more
necessary, as the lateral stability decreases greatly at
low speeds. ThiS is due to the fact that the restorin~
moment’appears only after the beginning .of the si~eslip
mh”ich’’follows the transverse inclination and that it is
produced not by the amount’ of the inclination, but by the
velocity of slipping. This simple example illustrates the
particular phenomenon in aviation in the questions of sta-
bility and controllability. It is impossible to combine.
them in a single notion like, e.g. , the.t of the lever arms
of moments of stability in ships, a notion which, after
centuries of empiricism, has assumed in a very short time,
a canonical form applicable to the operations of profes-
sional ca.leulators.
In aviation we have not arrived at the idea, perhaps
indiscov”erable~ of a single satisfactory criterion. This
criterion should have two qualities. First, it should
yield, w~thout question, Cood qualities of flight. Sec-
ondly, it should be Fossible to apply it to airplanes’with
---------------------------_=-----------------------------
*We will not enter into the details of the’ spin, but it may
be conceived that “this drQp to zero is followed by th.e.in-
version of “th”eeffect of the aileron control and that it
will not” resume its normal action until the ,mean angle of
attack of the airplane becomes small enough for “the reTjre-
sentative point of the controllability to be clescribed. in
the inverse direction of the curve ‘in l?igure 2. This phe-
nomenon” may be aggravated by two conditions: i. When the
phenomenon occurs with decreasing lift, i.e., with a cer-
tain sinking of the airplane; 2. Wlnen the airplane is
less ‘lfinellthan the one considered, beceuse the descent
of the speed curve is th”en even more rapid.
5,,
. .
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the assuTance” that th”e sufiple’rnentarycon’dit”ioti~wbuld not
condemn e“xcel.len,t aircraft , nor rende”r the afr.pl-a.ne’sire-”
possible to cons”tru”ct. The criterion mus:t be” v’slid ‘for ‘;
attitudes diff”eri:ng ‘decidedly fro’m “the p.osit””fon~T edqu~l.ib-
rium, because recovery inust be” p“ossible fro”rnany’ p“’os.ition
after a controlled maneuver, atmospheric disturbance, poor
vis ibi.li:ty or faul’fy ‘p”ilot””ing.It must alsd;ihold’”go.odfor
the’ very lai~e sp,e”edka~g&’”of the airplane’ “a’~’~~‘for the ‘ :“:
proximity” of the ‘gr”ound’,’1..e. ,“for tihe recovery’”o-f‘the:a~i~r-
p’lane within as short ‘a fall as possible i “S”ti’clfa pro.bl.ati;
can not be so,lve,d by the simple method of a test or calcu-
lat ion,: ,but by a nutib~er‘o,”f‘subject ive- te’dt% ‘aiiliprecaut ions
in p iloting an’d in th”e’arrangement o’f.the+‘c’ozi%.~’ohi Tlie~”
avail ab’l”edata are: .. ........ . . ..,. .. .:,,..’ ,..,,
.,, ,,’ .,. ..,, ,,
.’..:’., -,’:.:; .. . .,,, ,:.,.
“a) ‘ The organ izat ion of “the Coritr’oiled pil”o”ting:r.en=.
de”rs it possible to keep the ‘~irpl~tie”~’in“t”he“v.i.cifiiity..af..
its position of equilibrium, even in..the e,v,ent.of,.serious.
atmospheric disturbances. This.“org~mizat.,~o~ can ~e appli,ed
successfully only to .airplane s:,alr.e,adypossessing a h:igh.~
degree of ,stability: lacking whi:ch,,in case of bad weather,
the pilot is guided .by his instrume.q~,s*.
,
:,
,-
b) La boratory, ”tests called .Wiqd-vane test;?,:.
,.
These
are based on the :tw:o.f,g,llo.winghypot,he.ses:’ ,., .
..
,. “:.. !
First h~othesis. ~ The nondimensional co’effi~ie~t
——.——— —______ ,’!,
.
,’,..’:,’ ....
,, ,.. ,. .,
CM : ~–––~;––
,,
,- ,, ,.
,.
. ~– v St
Zg
;.,’..”’ . .
,.:,.
.,,.. . . .,
——— ——— ——— —_ —_ —______________________________ ________________
* It only retards the solution of this problem to .moVnt
such devices on “unstable airplanes, on the pre”te~t, 0$ in-
creasing the ‘range of the demonstrations. In fact many
airplanes “fly of themselves!! in calm weather, without in-
struments, while even stable airplanes “sometimes ,fly badly
in rough weather. A stable airplane furnishes its own
principal restoring moments, the controls being only sup-
plementary. On an unstable. airplane the restoring moments
are, constantly dividing. The best thing to do with an un-
stable ai’rplane” is not to’provide it with stabilizing .,in-
strurnents “or’aUt Ornatic control; but, to. condemn .it::and r’e-
“piace;it }y a staple airplane- “i”.:,,:’.. ‘ .,....:.,.:“-,’..:,,
;,’.:,..,,:.,:: . .,. :.,.:..~.. . +:,*.::.,. .. .....”.!..,.:,:..’.,,’
.. . .- :;.,..
,...:~ .. .. ... . \. ...
.“.’. ,:”’.. .,.!-...;i.
..
..:...,.. ........”., ., .1,,...,.,,,.
. .,. , .. ;’:,......,..+
.,, .
.“:., .....“.., :,.:”.’”“
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(in which M is the restoring moment about the e.g. , a,
th’e’wOigbti of a “Ifte”i(61 cu.in.)” of air;’ 4g, the accel-
eration &u”e“to grav”ity; V, “ t“he ‘speed’;-“:S, the wing area,
and t the wing “chord) ‘is in”dependen.t of the speed and. of
the absolute dimension”s of the model. .-”
,“. ,,
Second ‘h~othesis.- The airplanewill le stable, if,
—--.—- - .--.--—
for every setting,, this. coefficient is an increasing func-
tion of the angle of deflection, the derivative noti.going
below a certain va’lue at the maximum ‘andmi-n’i”mumse’tting.
,.<
We.do not wish to dwell on the ques~tions occasioned by
these hypotheses*. The engineers viewpoint is not the
same as that of.fcmmal “logic, and two reasoris.justify the
use made of their conclusions. On one hand the airplanes
which occasioned the most serious aerodynamic accidents
(nine in a single year) ~ould have been discarded by the
---------------------------------------------------------
*“ At its last three meetings the A~T.lJ.A. (Association
Technique Maritime et A6’ronautique) devoted several ses-
sions to the problems of stability. There was first pub-
lished, in the bulletin of 1929, a paper by Volmerange,
an engineer in the Service A&ronautique du Bureau Veritas,
entitled ‘lLes qualit,e~sa’erodynamiques des avions et la se’-
curite,l’ ~. 329. In 1930, Volmerange published another
pap er ItNotion de:stabilite’” et llavion~l (1930 bulletin, p.
309). These important ,papers may be considered. as the ba-
sis of the constructional” regulations of the Bureau Veri-
tas (ttRe’glement pour la construction et la classification
des ae’ronefs pour 1931,!1 p. 115). These two bulletins con-
tain discussions by Leroux, Roy and the writer of the pres-
ent article.
In 1931, Lapresle, an aeronautic engineer, contributed
to the A.T.M,A. a paper llSur llexamen critique de la me’tn-
od-e de la girouette pour le controle au laboratoire ae’ro-
dynamique de la stabilite’ de former des avions.~1 This meth-
od, which was reduced to its present form under the direc-
tion of A. Lapresle, was published by him in the Bulletin
du Service Technique de llAe%onautique, No. 66, I’ebruaryi
l~30 . (For translation, see N.A;C.A. , T.M. No. 607.)
Also in 1931, Leroux, an’aerona.utic engineer, discussed
the question of stability in a paper, ‘contribution a
lle~ude du VOI de”l!,avion clans un plan vertical,’1 as like-
wise Roy in his ‘lEtude thehrique et exp~rimentale de la sta
bilite’ des rggimes de vol des avions.’l These papers, to-
gether with the discussions occasioned by them, are in
course of publication.
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 684 11
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wind-vane test. On the other hand, when the model of an
airplane is subjected.to this test at.the sam-e time the
engineer is designing it, there foil’ows no condition” in-
compatible with the program of the utilization “of the air-
plane. We think, however, that it would be greatly im-
proved by the following measures. “:
The use of the absolute coefficient Cm disregards
one essential phenomenon, namely the effect of the speed
on the moments*, the decisive’ effect of which has been
shown in the matter of controllability. This effect must
be taken into account, because it increases the stabiliz-
ing moments at small angles of attack and decreases them
at large angles, and also because it is not certain that,
for different airplanes designed for different speeds, the
use of absolute coefficients will suffice, as for the po-
lar. It would also be preferable to determine the curve
cm for a speed corresponding to each angle of attack.
The normal speed of the airplane would be taken as the ba-
sis, and the coefficient Cmc would be replaced by
cmc x Clz
.,
.—-—————— , in which Ctz
c~
corresponds to the basic s“peedx.
.,
.,
It would then be necessary to adapt the curv.e”to the
study of stability for finite deflection angles, which
would require quite a number of supplementary measurements,
,taking account of, the setting of the controls in each case.
It would fin.allybe necessary to determine simultane-
ously the sensitiveness of the controls, i.e., the moment
produced by varying their deflection and the moment pro-
duced on the airplane by agiven force on .t.hecontrol stick.
To acertain extent,. in fact, sm,all stabilizing moments can
be accepted in regions where the sensitiveness of the con-
trols remains unimpaired, while the contrary case csn not
be accepted.
These are all the elements which can be expected from
.
the wind-vane ,tests, i,.e..,from an elementary investigation
--_--------_---_____A_______-___..__..--_--.,.----..------A-----..
*This effect was noted ‘by”L’apie&le in his communication to
‘t”he”A.T”*M;A~ in 1931;” ‘alrstidy””feferred to.
**5imPle question of plotti’n”g”the curves! because the de-
terminatioris would not thereby “be rend”ered more diffici~lt.
,.,. .. .
:,”. “.. “,
..,. ‘..
“
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in which the e.g. , is ,supposed to he fixed and no account
i.s taken of .t,~e:d,..,i:srtrj.:but”iofiof th’e’m~sse”p in the. air-
plane, but si&pJ,y,of..theit center; when the effect of the .
propeller ,slipstre~;m:is””entirely disregarded,, and when, the
sirnilar.ity of the, differential effects “of the surf~ces. of
the~airplane is assumed, These reservations indicate,
however; that they can not lsuffice:for the airplane
self, so that three groups of no less indispensable
elementary tests must be add~d”tio the above data ,,a,
.
,. . .
Tests on small models ‘freely mounted;,. ..c)
d) Test: on airplane prototypes;
!,’ e) Constant study of the operating cond:it’”i{.ns”’
..
p“~an”esproduced in quantity.(..’
it-
sup-
and b:
.,
.
of air-
.,
. ,’ ‘ In oid.er not to exceed the limi’td of this paper, we
‘will dwell on only two points,
~o:the A.T.M.A.
while referring our: readers
for further details. Experimentation with
small models seems to be neceisa’ryi particularly.,in inves-
tig’at.in~airplanes having decidedly “rioveltr,ans,vers’edi-
mensions and,mass distribution. The problem is less to de-
termine analytically the strict conditions. of,.similarit”y,
than those yielding the greatest degree of safety without
i.ni+olvi”ngthe construction of the airplane in too many sup-
~lementary conditions.
In s’ingle-engine airplanes of nearly the same weight,
the small-rnodel.test indicates a process of recovery al-
most identiCal for all the airplanes with the same initial
attitude. ‘The airplane dives until it has regained its
speed. in its diametral plane, when its longitudinal stabil-
ity tends to restore it to its line of flight. The spin
would apg,ear ‘possible only for an airplane having its cen-
ter of gravity toward the rear”and widely distributed
masses. Directional stability at large’ angles would thus
app~”ar to be the fundamental aerodynamic condition.
It seems that” one of the principal consequencesof
.
experimentation on small free models would be to determine
the effect of the ratio of the radius. of gy,ration to. the
lever arms. of the stabilizing moment$~ a ratio which varies
with the speed* and with the incidence, and, in particular.,.
to classify the airplanes by the falling distance n,ee.essar,y
for levelling off under critical conditions.
,,.
The ‘a’dv’an-’~~~,,’,
tages of the small-model method. are therefore as follo”w’s’.
l .,.,
————.— ——____________________________ ___________________
* The lever arm of the stability moments is the quotient
of the moments divided by the weight of the airplane.
. —
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1) Rendering the e.g. , free and consequently caus-
,.. ing the experimental conditions to approach those of real-
ity. .,.
,.
2) ‘.Avoi@ing profitless analytical discussions of the
various theoretically possible conditions and limiting them
to the calculation of the data obtained with each “type of
airplane.
..
. .
..
3) Investigating, on a s’uff’iciently lar’g’escale .(,one-
twentieth to one-fifth,e.g.), the effect .of..th’eva,r,iat,ion.
in the absolute dimensions and det’ermining, ”th~erange.,of t:he
experiments on. a reduced scale in the matt”er of. st”a~ility,
“in order to .defi”ne’the conditions of similitude from this
viewpoint.,
4) Investigating not only “the stability, but also the
controllability and the smoothness of oper,ation, -a sub,jec-
tiv~. notion frequently confounded with stability and behav-
ior in bad weather; .“
Flight tests take into account the effects of the.wind
and supplement the insufficiency of the methods based on:
si.milit.ude. These tests are applied to new types and to
airplanes made in quantity*. Attention is called to-the
absolute lack of deductive documents regarding t’hem. Al-
though there are, in France and in other countries, many
catalogs of wing profiles, there is hardly any systematic
presentation of laboratory “tests of airplane. models, SUP-
plemented by flight tests. It” is important for, investiga-
tors and d,es~igners to compare the results obtained in
flight tests with the results obtained long before in the
office and laboratory. It’ would be a singular error to be-
lieve that hermitism. in this matter would profit t“he aero-
nautic industry. Such publications constitute its best ad-
vertising, and the particularistic spirit, if.it exists,
should yield. in the interest o“f safety.
.
,
.
11 ““ ,..
,. ,.
. . : ,: .
...
General character of t“he aerodynamic. risk.,.
The crit’i’cal z’one is inthe zone of operation.
———..————————————.—.— .—_—.—__—_—..———_———————————————-
* On this point we Yefer the reader to a.very useful paper
by H“aegelen, llD~ role du r,ilote dlessais,ti in the Revue de
la Soci&tef G&’n<rale Ae’ronautique, ,Junp, ,1930.,.p.. .1.,
., .. .
,, ::;
,,,1. :Y.,,.i.“:.
.:, ,,
. . ..
t/>
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Recent .progress. The experiences o.f.the Inter-
.. !.nat”iofia.iRaces” for Touring Ai~plane&” .in 1930.
New methods of solution. Airplanes with a wide
range of speed. The Schneider cup. Effect of “
lightening the engine. ,Practi.cal flight range
from the safety viewpoint.
,.’
The systematic investigation of stability problems is
therefore a complicated task, though some progress has been
made. In brief, the d,i.fficulties are due to the fact that
different regimes of. flight are possible in the zone of op-
eration of the airplane, in particular at large angles,
when. the effects of stability and controllability vanish
‘ simultaneously. ..Hence it follows that two principal. groups
of solutions can be imagined. :.’..
The first.group, proceeding from inv.estigp.tion,slike
those we hav”e just made, consists” in i.mprov”ing.the airplane
in its actual conditions of flight.” Without deserting
.-
these fundamental conditions, the airplane has, for several
years, made great progress in this dir”ecti.on. The Gi~ggen-
heim Contest in America showed in 1529,,what could. b.e ex-
pected from experiments in the matter of stability at large
angles. The progress in general-purpose airplanes is still
more striking. In 1930 at the International Races for
Touring Airplanes, an experiment was tried, which was ex-
pected to enable the classification. of airplanes according
to their qualities of flight at large angles, by their most
useful effect, the reduction of the d.istan.ces required for
landing or’ taking off at steep slopes. It was a questj.on
in both cases of flying over an obstacle 8 xi:.(26 ft.) high
within the shortest horizontal distance. In both tests the
best records were less than’ 130 m (426 ft.) in talc. air*.
Of course, in order to judge the technical value of such a
performance, it would be necessary to consider the wing
loading (less than 30 kg/ma or 6.15 lb./sq.ft.), the power
loading and the maximum speed attained. They constitute,
nevertheless, a very useful basis, since the airplanes were
capable of attaining 150 km (about 100 miles) per hour with
two occupants in the series of long flights regularly ac-
complished across Europe.
The, .s’ec;ondgroup of solutions depends on another prin-
ciple.” The cases of instability of regime are not excep-
-—-—- -——————————————__________ -—...———————__—-.-————..-————.-——-——
* “In ’”t~]~in’g“Off,’“each airplane began with full throttle ,and
b’i’a,kes‘I’ocke,d,,”yhile, in landing, the distance wa”s me~sured
to:”the .sio>ping ,point of the airplane with brakes applied.
!.
1
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tional. They exist in metallurgy and. in the strength of
materials. The radj.,cal solutions consist in. rejecting the
critical zone outside the z,one of operation. Tor this-
type, the solution would. consist in keeping the airplane
during flight at an angle of attack much farther, than is
actually the case, from the angle of maximum lift, while
eliminating, by the centering and dimensioning of the tail
surfaces, the tendency to instability in the vicinity of
zero lift. Many airplanes of this type are now appearing.
One of the seaplanes built in England for the
Schileider cup with a wirig loading of nearly 200 kg/m2
(41 lb./sq. ft.), attained. a speed of 657 km (408.3 miles)
per hour. (This seaplane did not participate in the con-
test, but a little later broke the world speed record for
seaplanes .) At this speed, the seaplane flew at such an
angle of attack that the lift coefficient was between one-
twelfth and one-fifteenth of its maximum value. The speed
range was between 3.5 and 4, i.e. , higher than any pre-
viously realized, many airplanes not attaining 2. It would
be an error to regard the technical filiation of the Stain-
forth seaplane as that of useless monsters.
If, in fact, the aerodynamic characteristics of the
winner of the Schneider cup* are conserved, the homolo-
gated airplanes are characterized by the constancy of the
product of the wing loading multiplied by twice the power
loading. For example the speed r>.nge would be conserved
for an airplane whose wing loading has been divided by 4
(which Would reduce the landing speed to less than 90 km
(56 miles) per hour and whose po~er loading has been doub-
led. This would yield a vhole series of airplanes between
the ratios 657/170 and 350/90.
Concrete examples have already shown this reasoning to
be well founded. Hawks! airplane traversed Europe at a
speed of 300 km (186 miles) per hour, and military deriva-
tives have already appeared in certain countries. For
these airplanes the excess motive power, as a stability re-
sei-ve, plays a role similar to the freeboard reserve in the
safety of ships. It keeps the craft sufficiently remote
from the conditions which might jeopardize its equilibrium.
,..
——————— ..——————————— ____________________ -——_______———_
,..
—————
* It would even be permissible to suppose it improved by
reason of the tro followin~ considerations: a) In the
Schneider-cup airplanes, the p~.rasiti.c resistances play a
proportionally important role due to the reduced wing area;
b) The floats increase the parasitic resistance.
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Even long-distance airplane, s can gain by s~.crificing
apart of their radius of -action to sFeed. A reduction of
less than half the radius” of action, “which would still
leave the possibility of a nonstop flight from Paris to
India, wouldbe accompanied, in fact, by a speed increase
of about 30 per cent, and the practical range of operation
would probablj’ be much increased. The speed range, a no-
tion as old as aviation itself, is therefore the subject
of renewed. interest today.
In this, the.-l.ightening of the engines plays an essen-
tial part. It can be judged by }hecourse of the curves in
I’i?;ure4, in which the power varia~ion is plotted against
the speed range for different airplane types. Thus even
the characteristics of the. engines”, as well as those of the
new profiles and the search for new types of aircraft, aid
in the solution of the central problem namely the develop-
ment of the aerodynamic safety of airplanes.
The coefficient Y on the ordinate of I?igure 4 is
such that the rower in k~;-s/kg is given by F/P = Vmf#, I’
leing the useful po~~rer. ~ is therefore the quotient of E
divided by L/D. Vm is the minimum speed. If f! in-
dicates the hp and V?m / , wehave f’ =the speed in km h
pi~lm@700 ..
The different curves correspond to different” airplanes
or wing profiles. In order to c~mpare the aptitude of diff-
erent profiles for fiving air~lanes high speed ranges with
the least possible pover, t“he airplanes are assumed to be.
reduced to a single ring for some cases.
Note in pa.rticula.r: curve 2, v~ry fine thin wing 76A
(S.T,A6. Bulletin ?70.12); curves 4 and 5, corresponding
to the use of slotted. wings (4, open; 5, closed), 207
G5ttingen 1923, p. 59. The speed range for 4 corresponds “
to the minimum speed of 5. Note that, for very great speed
ranges , the thin wing is better than tne semi-thick slotted
~i~.g.
Curve 3 corresponds to an airplane of L/D ratio Qf
12 provided with the wing 76.4. The pomer passes through a
.niinimum for a range betweenl and 2. Hence tile tendency
for airplane designers to hold to a snal.1 speed range, when
it is desired to produces lo’s-powered. airplane. This is a
lmistake vhich entails a.hi~h l~nding speed, if it is de-
sired to have a satisfactorycruig ing speed, and renders
the airplane liable to St”al’1.:
,.
.-
,, ,,.”
,,,
—. —.-,-mum- , ,,, n m,, m,,.-m— .—,-.-,,--,. ,-,,,,,,-,,.-,, ,..— —.— ,-— . . . . .. —. ———— __________
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Note also the high consumption of power for the wing
with open slot near the speed r~.nge 3.2.
The general conclusion from this graph is that the
speed range of 3 can not be exceeded without a consj.der-
able reduction in the motive pover. This is fifteen times
as large as the minimum power in curve 3. On the contrary,
the effects of the profiles are very important in speed
ranges below 3.
The engine of the Schneider-cup winner weighed only
about 0.3 kg (0.66 lb.) per horsepower and the airplai~e
had a thin wing.
Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
Z. A. C.A.
,, .,,
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Fig.3 The same coefficient v as in Figure 2, but here
plotted against time, in the case of a maneuver
at ‘constantlift (curve 2 of fig.2).
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Fig.4 Propeller thrust plotted against speed range.
The abscissa represents the speed range, i.e. the
ratio of tine maximum speed to the landing speed. It is
expressed by the formula~== X, in which CZM represents
the maximum value of Cz.
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